ANDERSON & GREENVILLE'S PAST 1
BAPTIST CHURCH. SKETCH BY CHAPIN. (FIRST) 76
BASEBALL PARK FIRE. MEADOW BROOK. 107
RSATTIE FAMILY HOME, HISTORY. WOMENS CLUB 9/18/75 36
BEAUTIFYING & IMPROVING GREENVILLE KEINSEY & GUILD. PAMPHLET 1907 57
BIBLES, RARE. GREENVILLE LIBRARY 12/19/70 125
BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION. A "LOG CABIN" 48
BILLIE FRANBERGER. FIRST DRIVER OF CAR. STREET. 55
BLYTHE HOUSE, ROAD TO ASHVILLE BUILT 1799 75
BLYTHE RIFLES. GREENVILLE MILITARY ORGANIZATION CO. A. 1907 79
BLYTHE - GOODWIN - HAYGOOD HOUSE. ROAD TO ASHVILLE 75
BLUE RIDGE HOTEL, GREENVILLE, 58
BUS DRIVER. LAST RUN. 12/26/71 110
CAROLINA THEATRE. HISTORY 87
CAMPERDOWN MILLS, HISTORY 108
CEMETARY, CHR ST CHURCH 46
CEMINARY, SOUTHERN BAPTIST. LOST AFTER CONFEDERATE WAR. 6/1/72 story 98
CHAPINS DRAWING OF GREENVILLE FROM "HEALTH RESORTS" 59
CHAPINS DRAWINGS. PHOTOS OF HIS DRAWINGS. 20 60
CHRIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, GRAVE YARD 46
CHINA STORY OF BY HUGH CROXTON ON HIS VISIT 40 & 41
CHOICE PLACE. OLD HOUSE ON BUNCOMBE ROAD 45
CITY GOVERNMENT. 1883- 1884 136
CITY GOVERNMENT ON FILM. PRODUCED MAY 8th., 1975 BICENTENNIAL 92
CITY GOVERNMENT 1880 - 1881 119
CITY GOVERNMENT FACTS 112
CITY HALL. MOVEMENT TO SAVE 2
CITY HALL CRUMBLES, IS DEMOLISHED May 30, 1973 30
CITY HALL THE OLD AND NEW, PICTURE Dec. 26, 1971 101
CITY HALL. LETTER TO BROWN MAHOM FROM CLEMSON 9
CITY HALL. LETTER CHARLE E. LEE 12
CITY HALL. THURSDAY CLUB VOTES 13
CITY HALL. LETTER FROM SMITHSONNIAN INSTITUTE 17 & 16
CITY HALL. LETTER S.C? ARCHIVES & HISTORY 14
CITY HALL LETTER BROWN MAHON Oct. 31, 1969 18
CITY HALL. LETTER ARCHITECT CLEMSON UNIVERSARY Dec. 39, 1969 22
CITY HALL, ACTION THURSDAY CLUB 21
CITY HALL. LETTER OF PLANNING COMMISSION 23
CITY HALL. HISTORICAL SOCIETY ACTION 24
CITY HALL APPLALATCHAN COUNCIL 26
CITY HALL. GREENVILLE NEWS PHOTO IN COKOR MARCH 5, 1972 27
CITY HALL, PICTURE DETSILS OF STAIR RADIATOR & HARDWARE MARCH 4, 1973 95
CITY HALL DESTROYED 1
CITY HALL. EFFORTS BY CHARLES THOMAS TO SAVE 1
CITY HALL. LETTER FROM CLEMSON TO BROWN MAHON 9
CITY HALL. EFFORTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY 5
CITY HALL. LETTERS SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE Oct. 17. 1969 6 & 4
CITY HALL. LETTER CONGRESSMAN H JOHN MANN 3
CITY HALL. LETTER POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT OCT. 20, 1969 3
CITY HALL: LETTER POST OFFICE DEPART. OCT. "), L( { 3
CITY HALL, LETTER UNIVERSITY WOMEN 7
CITY HALL. DO NOT DESTROY 1973 28
CITY HALL: GROUP TO TRY AND SAVE March 18, 1970 31
CITY HALL. GREENVILLE NEWS. MAY IT REST IN PEACE, PIECES. 29
CLEVELAND* CHOICE MARKER SEPT. 13, 1972

COPELAND, RICHARD. A BUS DRIVER. MAKES HIS LAST TRIP, Dec. 26, 1971

CORNER. STONE REMOVED FROM WESTVILLE ST. HIGH SCHOOL. 6/13/74

CORNER STONE REMOVAL. 6/13/74 OLD GREENVILLE HIGH SCHOOL.

COURT STREET AND MAIN. (THE PARK) 1971

COURT & MAIN ST. (THE PARK) 1971

CRUCKSTON, HUGH B. STORY OF TRIP TO RED CHINA MAY 1975

COTTON MILL OF GREENVILLE, HISTORY

CUBE ON ROPER MOUNTAIN. ERECTED AND DESTROYED MARCH 7th., 1975

CUREYON. PETER. OLD RESIDENCE ON AUGUSTA ST. Picture

DANIEL BUILDING ON MAIN ST. DURING CONSTRUCTION

DIRECTORY, GREENVILLE CITY. SOME NAMES IN 1888

EAST END SCHOOL. (LATER) GREENVILLE HIGH SCHOOL. McBEE AVE. HEAD CHAPIN

ECHOES & ETCHINGS. BOOK BY ALSTON WILKES. LISTS GREENVILLE NAMES, 1910

FRENBERGER, BILLIE. NEGRO STREET CAR DRIVER. FIRST.

FIRST ELECTRIC RAILROAD IN GREENVILLE S.G.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK. OLD VAULT. DEC. 4, 1974

FIRST VISIT OF H.B. MCKOY TO GREENVILLE, CAMP SEVIER

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. LIST OF GRADUATES SCHOOL & COLLEGE. 1975

FLOODS STADIUM. FURMAN & WRECKS BRIDGES 1936 OCT. 4th.,

FRENCH BOX CAR, 40 HOMO & 8 HORSES. LEGION BLDG.

FURMAN FOOTBALL. FIRST GAME IN NEW STADIUM. 1936. FLOODED

GREEN, ISAAC. GRAVE & STORY

GRADUATES HIGH SCHOOL & COLLEGE, 1ST. PRESBYT. CHURCH 1865

GREENVILLE HISTORY & FACTS

GREENVILLE SKETCHING 1887

GREENVILLE FACTS. HISTORICAL

GREENVILLE HISTORY FACTS PICTURES

GREENVILLE FACTS & EVENTS 1975

GREENVILLE FACTS 1920

GREENVILLE & ANDERSON S.C. FACTS & HISTORY

GREENVILLE 1973

GREENVILLE OF OLD

GREENVILLE OLD. FURMAN UNIVERSITY BLDG.

GREENVILLE HISTORY 1960

GREENVILLE HISTORY & SITES OCT. 21, 1971

GREENVILLE. HEAVY SNOW, MARCH 26, 1971

GREENVILLE SKYLINE JAN 8, 1972

GREENVILLE. PAINTING OF EARLY TOWN, BY JOSHUA TUCKER

GREENVILLE HISTORY & PICTURES

GRIMBAL, DR. GEORGE

HEATHCOCK, G. RANDALL. LETTER TO H.B. MCKOY, SEPT. 30th.. 1971

HERITAGE PRESS. JAN. 1975

HILLSBOR HOTEL GREENVILLE S.C.

HIGH SCHOOL. GREENVILLE WESTFIELD ST. (CENTRAL)
JONES, CARL. CITY COUNCILMAN JAILED 103

KELSEY & GUILD, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS, GREENVILLE PARK PAMPHLET 57

LEWIS HOME TO BE MOVED 7/20/1973 93
LEWIS HOME RESTORED May 24, 1974 65
LEWIS HOME MOVED July 31, 1974 67
LOG CABIN, TO BE RESTORED & SET UP IN PARK. 48
LOOTS, BARBARA KUNTZ 71

MAMMOUTH VINEYARD. CHAPINS SKETCH OF BUILDING 76
MAIN ST. BRIDGE OF 1845 38
MAIN ST. PICTURES & ADV. FURMAN CO. OLD PICTURES 32
MAIN ST. MARCH 14, 1973. IN AN OLD CHEST. PAPERS 94
MANN, DR. THOMAS C. AT HOSPITAL. 69
MANN, J.L. SCHOOL. RIOT. TEAR GAS 1971 126
Maps, Greenville of 1945 & 1970 117
MAP OF GREENVILLE S.C. 102
MASONIC TEMPLE DESTROYED, AFTER VITY PURCHASED JAN 3, 1971. 126
MATHEWS, DR. JOHN P. JR. 69
MARKERS HISTORICAL OCT. 28, 1970 129
MAIN ST. GREENVILLE OLD POST CARD ABOUT 1910 61
MEADOWBROOK PARK. FIRE FEB. 14, 1972. 107
MORRIS - MKOY BUILDING. PHOTOS MISC. 59
MAYORS & INTENDANTS OF GREENVILLE, KCO. S. 120

NEBLETT FREE LIBRARY.
NORWOOD, J W. PICTURES LABEAUX OCT. 11, 1970 127
nuclear attack what to do and where to go DBS. 13. DEC. 13, 1970 104

ONEAL & RHETT ST. OLD RES. JAN 8, 1972 101
OAK GROVE SCHOOL. (SOUTH END)M Jan 22, 1973 106

PEARL HARBOR. GREENVILLE FOLK INVOLVED 96
PIEDMONT & NORTHERN RY. DEC. 2nd, 1974 78
POLICE HISTORY, GREENVILLE POLICE 44

QUILLEN, REBERT. MONUMENT to EVE 53

RANKIN, W.I. PRES. OF PIEDMONT & NORTHERN DEC. 2, 1974 78
REEDY RIVER FALL, FOOTHILLS GARDEN CLUB. PLAT NOV., 1967
REEDY RIVER FALLS MAY 18, 1975 43
RHODESM THOMAS. PIEDMONT & NORTHERN MECHANIC DEC. 2, 1974 79
RECORD BUILDING, PICTURE 52
ROPER MOUNTAIN BUCKMASTER & ARCHITECT 74
SCHOOL, PUBLIC. HISTORY RICHARDSON'S 63
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. PITTS TIM. 49
SEAL OF GREENVILLE 123

ST. FRANCIS HOSPITAL. WRECKED. DEMOLISHED DEC. 18, 1974 70
SIGNIFICANCE OF GREENVILLE SEAL 122
SNOW RECORD HEAVY FOR MARCH 26, 1971 114
STADIUM, FURMAN FOOTBALL. FLOODED. OCT 6th, 1936 24
STREET CLEANER & WATER CART 24
TRACTION CO. ELECTRIC CARS & ETC
TEXTILE CULTURE & INFLUENCE MAY 18, 1973
TEXTILE MILLS MARCH 18, 1973
THIRTY NINE CLUB. 1907

VARDRY MILLS PLAT ON REEDY RIVER 131 & 132
VARDRY MILLS PROPERTY 130
VIETNAMESE REFUGEES, IN GREENVILLE 1975 42

WATERLOO S. C. HISTORY 82
W.F.B.C. RADIO STATION MAY 18, 1973 88
WOMANS CLUB. BEATTIE HOME 36
WOODSIDE BUILDING NEW IN 1920. 47
WOODSIDE BUILDING. DEMOLISHED 1975 61